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Abstract

We proposed a new task FCCKB: Fact-001
checking by Claim Knowledge Base. The goal002
was to fact-check a sentence utilizing verified003
claims stored in the database. To retrieve rel-004
evant claims from the large database, we pro-005
posed applying Semantic Role Labeling(SRL)006
on the input sentence having rich semantics and007
then encoding the results to get fine-grained008
sentence embeddings. That improved seman-009
tic matching between the input sentence and010
the relevant claims. We used three sentence011
encoders for sentence encoding. In FEVER012
dataset, precision and recall was improved by013
more than 5 percent after SRL was applied.014

1 Introduction015

Misinformation has been raging on social media,016

which indicates the urgency of fact-checking. Tra-017

ditional fact-checking relies on professionals. Be-018

fore fact-checking a rumor, they have first to find019

out unverified rumors from thousands of ones. To020

avoid wasting human resources, it is valuable to ex-021

plore a way to detect misinformation automatically022

using information verified in the past.023

The shared task FEVER(Thorne et al., 2018)024

aims to verify a claim by finding evidence from025

Wikipedia. Recent work(Nie et al., 2019; Yoneda026

et al., 2018; Hanselowski et al., 2018; Malon, 2018;027

Liu et al., 2020) that engaged in fact-checking used028

FEVER as a benchmark. However, we found that029

FEVER’s problem is not suitable to deal with ru-030

mor verification. In FEVER, a sentence to be veri-031

fied is typically a single claim, and the truth value032

of evidence is always true. However, a sentence033

in a rumor usually has multiple claims. Much of034

rumors contains misinformation, which let them035

be evidence with a truth value of falsity. On the036

other hand, evidence in FEVER is typically a com-037

plicated sentence, which makes an ambiguity of038

fact-checking since a sentence may not be totally039

wrong. If we labeled an entire sentence as a false040

evidence, a sentence might be classified as mis- 041

information even when it makes a true claim in 042

the evidence. Hence, we proposed a new task FC- 043

CKB: Fact-checking with Claim Knowledge Base. 044

The problem definition of FCCKB is a better fit 045

for rumor verification. To solve the problem, we 046

build a fact-checking system, and use Semantic 047

Role Labeling(SRL) to improve the part of seman- 048

tic matching in our system. 049

2 Related Work 050

As early as 2014, Vlachos et al.(Vlachos and 051

Riedel, 2014) have formulated fact-checking as a 052

stance classification task in which statements from 053

journalists are provided to verify the authenticity of 054

a claim. Ferreira et al. (Ferreira and Vlachos, 2016) 055

proposed Emergent, a dataset consisting of suspi- 056

cious claims. Each claim has relevant articles and 057

their stances toward the claim. Though they rigor- 058

ously defined the stance of an article, the data they 059

released did not follow the definition they made. 060

Kotonya et al.(Kotonya and Toni, 2020) focused 061

on news in the healthcare domain. Given a claim, 062

they generate an explanation from a fact-checking 063

report by abstractive summarization. However, any 064

clues which can support or deny the claim might be 065

hidden in the context of the original fact-checking 066

reports. The summarization model they used ig- 067

nored information in the claim so that the summary 068

might be a sentence irrelevant to the given claim. 069

We use the term evidence to denote a statement 070

or an article that can be used to infer the authen- 071

ticity of information to be verified. The above 072

work only considered the stance of evidence but 073

neglected how to get the evidence. The first step 074

of automatic fact-checking is to retrieve evidence 075

from a trusty knowledge base. FEVER(Thorne 076

et al., 2018) is a shared task that is most rele- 077

vant to our work. The goal is to retrieve evidence 078

from Wikipedia to verify the authenticity of a given 079

claim. Related work(Nie et al., 2019; Yoneda et al., 080
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2018; Hanselowski et al., 2018; Malon, 2018) fol-081

lowed the procedures: (1) document retrieval, (2)082

sentence selection for evidence, (3) Natural Infer-083

ence Language (NLI). In the first stage, documents084

with keywords in the claims were retrieved. As not085

all the sentences in the documents were related to086

the claim, relevant sentences were further picked087

out as evidence. Finally, an NLI model was used088

to determine whether there exists a contradiction089

between the claim and evidence.090

As data in FEVER was collected from091

Wikipedia, Qifei Li et al.(Li and Zhou, 2020) tried092

to bridge the gap between FEVER and fake news093

detection. They applied similar procedures on fake094

news verification. First, the news to be verified095

was summarized into a claim using a summariza-096

tion model, and the claim was viewed as a query097

for document retrieval via Google Search Engine.098

They used Sentence-BERT(Reimers and Gurevych,099

2019) to encode each sentence in the retrieved docu-100

ments. Finally, sentences most similar to the claim101

were selected as evidence for authenticity predic-102

tion. As mentioned previously, summarizing an103

article might lose information in the article. Nei-104

ther did they consider the source’s credibility.105

2.1 Semantic Textual Similarity106

Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) is a task to eval-107

uate the level of similarity between two texts. It has108

benefited from the success of BERT(Devlin et al.,109

2018), which concatenated two sentences as input110

and achieved state-of-the-art. However, this way111

is infeasible when many sentences should be con-112

sidered. Sentence-BERT(Reimers and Gurevych,113

2019), is a siamese BERT model which encodes114

each sentence into a vector. Compared to BERT, it115

reduces time spent on the forward process, which116

usually consists of several matrix multiplications.117

Suppose there are N sentences, and we want to find118

out the most semantically similar pair of sentences.119

Simply concatenating two sentences as input into120

BERT to get their similarity takes N(N − 1)/2121

times on forwarding. On the contrary, encoding122

each sentence into a vector takes N times. We only123

need to search the closest vectors with a minimum124

angle in the vector space.125

2.2 Semantic Role Labeling126

An event typically can be described with a predicate127

and several arguments. Those Arguments might128

be an Agent (the causer), a Theme (the patient), a129

Location or Time that the event occurred at and so130

on. The goal of Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) 1is 131

to find out the predicate-arguments relations in a 132

sentence. 133

Most of the benchmarks used in related work are 134

built on PropBank(Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002). 135

In PropBank, a verb might have several senses 136

and the corresponding arguments with semantic 137

roles. Arguments are labeled with numbers. Table 1 138

shows examples provided by PropBank2. Addition- 139

ally, arguments were labeled at the constituent level. 140

Tasks(Carreras and Màrquez, 2005) following this 141

way are called span-based SRL. Another annota- 142

tion policy is annotating only the head of argument 143

constituent. Tasks(Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič 144

et al., 2009) are called dependency-based SRL if 145

they follow this policy. 146

The application of SRL has been explored since 147

ten years ago. Tsai et al.(Tsai et al., 2007) built a 148

SRL system to improve information extraction in 149

the biomedical domain. Lai et al.(Lai et al., 2016) 150

used SRL to extract subject-verb–object (SVO) 151

triplet and mapped it to biological expression lan- 152

guage (BEL). 153

In (He et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019), the end- 154

to-end approach is used to predict all predicate- 155

arguments relations. Subsequently, Shi et al.(Shi 156

and Lin, 2019) utilized the BERT-based model to 157

achieve the state-of-the-art performance. 158

3 Problem Definition 159

We are going to point out the inadequacy of FEVER 160

for rumor verification. After that, we will define 161

our problem which is a better fit for the scenario of 162

rumor verification. 163

3.1 Inadequacy of FEVER 164

In FEVER, a claim is a sentence to be verified. 165

However, here we redefine claim as an atomic state- 166

ment with a single predicate since we found claims 167

in FEVER with such characteristics. 168

We observed that FEVER did not fit the scenario 169

of rumor verification in three aspects. Firstly, a 170

sentence to be verified is typically a single claim 171

in FEVER. However, a sentence in a rumor usu- 172

ally has multiple claims. The following sentence 173

consists of three claims at least. 174

1a great material for SRL https://web.stanford.
edu/~jurafsky/slp3/old_oct19/20.pdf

2https://github.com/propbank/
propbank-documentation/raw/
master/annotation-guidelines/
Propbank-Annotation-Guidelines.pdf
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ARG0 agent ARG3 starting point, benefactive, attribute
ARG1 patient ARG4 ending point
ARG2 instrument, benefactive, attribute ARGM modifier

Table 1: Arguments in PropBank

Sentence According to a report, Foodwatch, a175

German food inspection organization, spot-176

checked more than 20 brands of local snacks177

and found that 3 of them contained carcino-178

gens. Among them, Kinder Reigel has the179

highest content of mineral oil aromatic hydro-180

carbons, reaching 1.2mg/kg.)181

Claim 1 Foodwatch spot-checked more than 20182

brands of local snacks.183

Claim 2 Foodwatch found that three brands of184

food contained carcinogen.185

Claim 3 Kinder Reigel has the highest content of186

mineral oil aromatic hydrocarbons.187

It is more difficult to fact-check a sentence with188

multiple claims than a single one since we need189

to first parse out all the claims in the sentence and190

verify them.191

Secondly, we assume that the truth value of ev-192

idence is always true in FEVER. However, it is193

usually false in the scenario of rumor verification.194

For example, the sentence mentioned above would195

be evidence with a false truth value after verifica-196

tion, as the third claim is false.197

Thirdly, evidence is usually a complicated sen-198

tence with multiple claims in FEVER. Labeling199

such a sentence as a false statement makes ambigu-200

ity. Though the entire sentence mentioned above is201

false, the first two claims are true. If we adopt the202

sentence as evidence, a rumor with only the first203

two sub-claims might be viewed as misinformation.204

This problem can be avoided by only labeling the205

third claim as a false statement. In other words,206

evidence should be a single claim.207

3.2 Problem Definition of FCCKB208

For the above reasons, we present a new task: FC-209

CKB: Fact-checking by Claim Knowledge Base.210

Assuming that C = {c1, ..., cn} is a claim set with211

size n in the database. Each claim has been la-212

beled with its truth value. Given a sentence s in213

a rumor, to verify whether s is true or false, the214

goal is to know whether s supports or denies ci for215

some i ∈ {1, ..., n}. Figure 1 shows an example216

Soul Food is a 1997 American comedy-drama
film produced by Kenneth `` Babyface ''

Edmonds , Tracey Edmonds and Robert Teitel
and released by Fox 2000 Pictures .

 
 
 
 

Fox 2000 Pictures released the film Soul Food 
 

Tracey Edmonds produced Soul Food. 
 

Soul Foods was produced only by Tracey Edmonds. 
...... 
...... 

Database

Input Sentence

true
false

support
deny

Figure 1: Task: FCCKB

under our problem definition. The left-hand side 217

is the input sentence, and the right-hand side is the 218

database composed of many verified claims. 219

We say s supports c if some part of s has the 220

same meaning with c and s denies c if some part 221

of s has the reverse meaning with c. The following 222

examples show how to fact-check a sentence using 223

the stance(support or deny) of s toward c: 224

Claim 1 “Lemon belongs to the citrus category.” 225

Claim 2 “Lemon can prevent cancer.” 226

Sentence 1 “Lemon is a kind of citrus fruit and 227

has been proved to be effective in cancer pre- 228

vention.” 229

Sentence 2 “Rumor has it that lemon is a kind of 230

citrus fruit and can prevent cancer. It has been 231

verified to be misinformation.” 232

Here we use c1, c2, s1, s2 to denote claim 1, 2 233

and sentence 1, 2 respectively. Assuming that we 234

know c1 is true and c2 is false. The first half of s1 235

has the same meaning with c1 and the second half 236

has the same meaning with c2. Since c1 is true, 237

it is fine that s1 supports c1. However, c2 is false 238

and s1 supports it which means s1 is also false. In 239

contrast, s2 has the reverse meaning with c1 and 240

c2, i.e. s2 denies c1 and c2. As c2 is false, it is fine 241

that s2 denies a false claim. However, c1 is true 242

and s2 denies it which means s2 is false. 243

Note that in the real world, there might be several 244

sentences in a rumor support or deny a claim, but 245

none of the sentences supports or denies the claim 246

individually 247
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Sentence 3 “Recent research shows that lemon has248

the following effects:”249

Sentence 4 “Cancer prevention”250

It is an example in which Sentence 3 and Sen-251

tence 4 support c2 but neither of them supports252

c2. In FCCKB, we ignore cases like this and only253

consider fact-checking at the sentence level.254

4 Methodology255

4.1 Basic Model256

Our basic model is a pipeline with two stages -257

(1) Claim Retrieval and (2) Authenticity Inference.258

Figure 2 shows how the pipeline works. Before259

running the pipeline, each claim cj in the database260

is encoded to an embedding ecj . In the first stage,261

the input sentence s was used to retrieve relevant262

claims by the similarity strategy. After claims were263

retrieved, the authenticity of s was decided by an264

authenticity predictor.265

4.2 Similarity Strategy266

Algorithm 1: Similarity Strategy
Input :a sentence s

claim embeddings
Ec =

(
ec1 · · · ecn

)
Output :a set of claims indexes I in which

the corresponding claims are most
similar to s

Option :K = number of claims to be
retrieved

1 Function
BasicSimilarityStrategy(s,Ec,K):

2 es = Encoder(s);
3 scores = es

TEc;
4 return argpartition(scores, K);
5 Function

SRLSimilarityStrategy(s,Ec,K):
6 frames = SRL(s);
7 Eq = Encoder((s; frames));
8 scores = column-wise-max(Eq

TEc);
9 return argpartition(scores, K);

Algorithm 1 shows details about the similarity267

strategy. BasicSimilarityStrategy computes simi-268

larity scores between two texts by the dot product269

of their embeddings. SRLSimilarityStrategy is our270

proposed solution. Note that argpartition(scores,271

K) returns the array indices with the highest K val- 272

ues in scores. 273

David worked from home and slept all day.

Agent Location

Agent
Time

Figure 3: An Example of Semantic Roles

Let us explain the reason why we use SRL to 274

improve the basic similarity strategy. The sentence 275

in Figure 3 is composed of two events - "David 276

worked from home." and "David slept all day." 277

Each of them has a predicate and the correspond- 278

ing arguments. As a sentence might have rich se- 279

mantics, we hypothesize that encoding the entire 280

sentence will result in the ambiguity of the embed- 281

ding in semantics. Hence, we need to parse out all 282

the events in the sentence. 283

Let frame denotes a subsentence composed of a 284

predicate and its associated arguments. The goal 285

of SRL is to find out all frames in a sentence. Here 286

is an example generated by the SRL model from 287

AllenNLP3. 288

frame1 [ARG0: David] [V: worked] [ARGM- 289

LOC: from home] and slept all day 290

frame2 [ARG0: David] worked from home and 291

[V: slept] [ARGM-TMP: all day] 292

We can regard a frame as the basic unit (as part 293

of a sentence) with semantics, and SRL can help 294

to find out all the frames in a sentence. There- 295

fore, we proposed using SRL to first find all frames 296

in the input sentence and consider those frames 297

when computing the similarity with claims in the 298

database. 299

Suppose that the sentence has m frames, Eq ∈ 300

R(m+1)×d is their embedding matrix, and Ec ∈ 301

Rn×d is the embedding matrix of claims in the 302

database. 303

3https://demo.allennlp.org/
semantic-role-labeling
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Claim Retriever

Retrieved Claims

Soul Food is a film produced by Tracy
Edmonds and Robert Teitel and released
by Columbia Pictures.

Sentence 
Encoder

Database

...

Similarity 
Strategy

Input Sentence

Authenticity 
Predictor false

Fox 2000 Pictures released the film Soul Foodc1

c5 c1

Tracey Edmonds produced Soul Food c2

Soul Foods was produced only by Tracey Edmondsc3

true
false

Output Lorelai Gilmore's father is named Robert. cn

...

ec1

ec2

ecn

c7 c723......

Figure 2: Fact-checking Pipeline

Frames

Soul Food is a film produced by Tracy Edmonds and Robert
Teitel and released by Columbia Pictures.

...

Sentence 
Encoder

Fox 2000 Pictures released the film Soul Food

Tracey Edmonds produced Soul Food 

...

es

ef1

Soul Food is produced by Tracy Edmonds and Robert Teitel 

Soul Food is released by Columbia Pictures 

...

Semantic 
Role 

Labeling ...

Input Sentence

ec1

ec2

Claims

efm

Lorelai Gilmore's father is named Robert. ecn

Figure 4: SRLSimilarityStrategy

The similarity between the sentence and all the304

claims will be:305

scores(s, c1, ..., cn) = column-wise-max(ET
q Ec)306

where307

Eq · E⊺
c =


vsc1 vsc2 · · · vscn
vf1c1 vf1c2 · · · vf1cn

...
...

. . .
...

vfmc1 vfmc2 · · · vfmcn

308

That means the similarity between the sentence309

and a claim is decided by the most similar part of310

them. In Figure 4, the first frame f1 is most similar311

to the first claim c1. Hence, the similarity between312

the sentence and the claim should be vf1c1 rather313

than vsc1 .314

Algorithm 2: Authenticity Predictor
Input :a sentence s

a list of retrieved claims and
their truth value
L = [(cs1, t

s
1), ..., (c

s
K , tsK))

Output : the authenticity of s
1 Function Predict(s, L):
2 for c, t in L do
3 r = NLI(s, c);
4 if (r is Support and t is False) ||

(r is Deny and t is True) then
5 return False;
6 end if
7 end for
8 return True;

4.3 Authenticity Predictor 315

Algorithm 2 shows how to determine the authen- 316

ticity of the input sentence. An NLI model was 317

used to predict whether the sentence supports or 318

denies each claim. If the sentence supports a false 319

claim or denies a true claim, the authenticity of the 320

sentence should be false. Otherwise, it should be 321

true. 322

5 Experiment 323

In FEVER, each claim is mapped to several evi- 324

dence sets. Each evidence set may consist of mul- 325

tiple sentences supporting or denying the claim. 326

Each sentence comes from an introduction section 327

of a document in Wikipedia. In our problem, we 328

ignore the context of each sentence. Hence, only 329

sentences that individually support or deny a claim 330
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were considered. Finally, there were 165447 claims331

in the database, 19964 input sentences in the train-332

ing set, and 4440 input sentences in the develop-333

ment set.334

In the first stage, each sentence was viewed as a335

query to retrieve relevant claims. We used the pre-336

trained model provided by AllenNLP(Shi and Lin,337

2019) for SRL parsing. One reason is that it was338

trained on OntoNotes 5.0,(Weischedel et al., 2013)339

which followed the span-based annotation policy.340

Frames in span-based SRL are closer to natural341

language than frames in dependency-based SRL342

and should be more suitable for semantic matching343

using sentence embedding.344

After parsing frames from the input sentence, we345

prepended the document title to the input sentence346

and all the frames. Three different sentence en-347

coders(Cer et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2021; Reimers348

and Gurevych, 2019) were used to evaluate the349

effectiveness of our method. Then in the second350

stage, we used a pre-trained NLI model(Nie et al.,351

2020) for stance prediction.352

5.1 Evaluation353

Setting Accuracy
SBERT 0.790

SBERT + SRL 0.812

Table 2: Accuracy in the Development Set

Figure 5 shows precision and recall of claim re-354

trieval in each setting when K = 1 to 100. After355

SRL was applied, precision and recall got a signif-356

icant improvement no matter which encoder was357

used. Without SRL, the mean average precision is358

0.226, 0.094, and 0.105 for SBERT, SimCSE, and359

USE respectively. With SRL, it is 0.260, 0.151, and360

0.166. The results indicate that information will be361

lost after a complicated sentence is encoded and362

SRL can help to alleviate the problem.363

Since we found F1 reached the highest value at364

K=5, we used the top five retriteved claims for au-365

thenticity prediction. Table 2 shows the accuracy of366

the entire fact-checking system in the development367

set when SBERT was used for encoding.368

5.2 Case Study369

Table 3 shows an example in which sentence is the370

query and claim is one of the relevant claims in371

our database to be retrieved. Frame 1 to Frame 3372

are SRL results after parsing the sentence. There373

Claim: Vedam was written and directed solely
by Stephen King.
Sentence: Vedam -LRB- English : Chant -RRB-
is a 2010 Telugu language Indian drama film
written and directed by Radhakrishna Jagarla-
mudi , starring Allu Arjun , Manoj Manchu ,
Anushka Shetty , Manoj Bajpayee , Saranya
Ponvannan , Deeksha Seth , Lekha Washing-
ton , and Siya Gautham . Radhakrishna Jagarla-
mudi Radhakrishna Jagarlamudi Anushka Shetty
Anushka Shetty Allu Arjun Allu Arjun Manoj
Manchu Manoj Manchu Deeksha Seth Deeksha
Seth Manoj Bajpayee Manoj Bajpayee Saranya
Ponvannan Saranya Ponvannan Lekha Washing-
ton Lekha Washington Telugu language Telugu
language drama film drama film.
Frame 1: Vedam -LRB-film-RRB.a 2010 Tel-
ugu language Indian drama film written by Rad-
hakrishna Jagarlamudi.
Frame 2: Vedam -LRB-film-RRB.a 2010 Tel-
ugu language Indian drama film directed by Rad-
hakrishna Jagarlamudi.
Frame 3: Vedam -LRB-film-RRB.a 2010 Tel-
ugu language Indian drama film written and di-
rected by Radhakrishna Jagarlamudi Allu Arjun
, Manoj Manchu , Anushka Shetty , Manoj Ba-
jpayee , Saranya Ponvannan , Deeksha Seth ,
Lekha Washington , and Siya Gautham . Rad-
hakrishna Jagarlamudi Radhakrishna Jagarla-
mudi Anushka Shetty Anushka Shetty Allu Ar-
jun Allu Arjun Manoj Manchu Manoj Manchu
Deeksha Seth Deeksha Seth Manoj Bajpayee
Manoj Bajpayee Saranya Ponvannan Saranya
Ponvannan Lekha Washington Lekha Washing-
ton Telugu language Telugu language drama
film drama film.

Table 3: Case Study

are many redundant words in the input sentence, 374

however, only a few words (in highlight) are related 375

to the claim. In contrast, Frame 1 and Frame 376

2 almost express the same meaning with claim 377

without redundant words. 378

Given the input sentence, when top K claims 379

were retrieved, the baseline model could not re- 380

trieve the claim even at K=100 but our method did 381

it at K=74. 382

The similarity between the input sentence and 383

the claim was 0.35, which was the lowest one 384

among the similarity scores between the sentence 385
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Figure 5: Precision and Recall of Each Setting in the Development Set When K=1 to 100

and frames and the claim. That was the reason why386

the BasicSimilarityStrategy failed to retrieve the387

claim. The similarity between the first frame and388

the claim is 0.44, which was the highest one and389

increased the possibility that the claim could be re-390

trieved. This example indicates that SRL can help391

to get a fine-grained embedding for the original392

sentence.393

5.3 Limitation394

Our method is limited by the performance of SRL395

model. In addition, we found that coreference396

would be a problem even the model performed397

well. The following frame was parsed out by the398

SRL model we used.399

Frame Soul Food is [ARG 1: a film] [V:400

produced] [ARG 0: by Tracy Edmonds and401

Robert Teitel] and released by Columbia Pic-402

tures.403

The model labeled "a film" rather than "Soul404

Food" as ARG1. However, "a film" is ambiguous,405

and "Soul Food" clearly denotes the entity, which406

implies that coreference problem should further be407

solved.408

6 Conclusion409

We proposed a new task FCCKB in which the sen-410

tence to be verified is more complicated and closer411

to a sentence in a rumor in the real world. On the412

other hand, we use claims, namely, atomic state-413

ments, for sentence verification, which will not414

make the label ambiguous. We proposed to use415

SRL to improve sentence embeddings for semantic416

matching. After SRL was applied, the precision417

and recall increased by more than 5 percent in the418

FEVER dataset, when three different sentence en-419

coders were used for sentence encoding.420
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Figure 6: Performence of SBERT and SBERT+SRL w
o title
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